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co-design process

CREATION
PLAN DISCOVER CREATE DEVELOP REFINEDEFINE
IMMERSION REALISATION


The Hague and the Atlantikwall
Inspiration 
Concept brainstorming & exploration 
• Choice between three different perspectives
• Dutch citizen
• Civil servant
• German soldier
• Started by means of a replica
• Sound clips supported by images from archives
• Based on historical resources
Archives, newspapers, oral history
• Choice of language 
• 400 m2
• Floor plan reflects The 
Hague city plan
• Connects past and 
present
• No fixed route
• Fully integrated
• Possible to visit the exhibition without meSch 
technology
• meSch as an additional layer
Personal, evocative. Not about facts
• Connected to real objects
Take into account noisy environment
• Exhibition design by external company
Activation hardware 

Smart replicas








• 4 different cameras over 9 days
• 37 hours and 50 minutes of video captured
• Conversations at the smart replica station

• Total visitor sessions: 14,853 [out of 20,000)
• Average sessions per day: 75
• Peak sessions per day: 187
• Average contents view per session: 48.5%
10 meSch points with 2 to 3 minutes of contents
Perspective Dutch English
Soldier 4768 936 5704
Civilian 4484 1769 6253
Civil Servant 2352 544 2896
Atlantikwall Ø
< 30 min 15% 10%
30 – 60 min 53% 41%
> 60 min 32% 49%
Al-Arab 7.0
Heksen 7.4
Speed 7.7
Scheepvaart 7.8
Wetenschap 7.8
Imitatie 7.8
Atlantikwall 7.8
Plantastic 8.0
LL 8.1
Dino Jaws 8.3
Moordzaken 8.4
High Tech Rom. 8.4
Wildlife 2007 8.4
Use of replicas appreciation: 8.0
No. 236
Used 58 / 347
No. 296
Used 303 / 1737
No. 332
Used 28 / 161
No. 255
Used 8 / 27
Fort Pozzacchio
Inspiration 




In-situ testing and refinement




shell
NFC tag


meSch Cloud tool



meSch Kit
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